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NTSD talks new kind of tech school
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Deerfield settles with fire dept.

By Donna Lefenhardt

The springboard competition requires contestants to chop something artistic, using a chainsaw, from start to finish in exactly one hour. Once that hour had expired, the public was invited to bid on the finished sculptures. This year, as in years past, the bidding was especially intense on Saturday, Aug. 6, with a winning bid of $700 given for Dan Burnside’s large carving of a mother bear and her two cubs, appearing to emerge from the stump of a tree. Other bidders also bid on included two bald eagles, an owl, hobbit house, Christmas tree, and a large framed, hand-painted 80-80 structures on which artists began working as they made their way to the competition.

The “quick carve” competition has been a fan favorite for years, with this year being no exception.

Three contestants were given a chainsaw, from start to finish in exactly one hour.

The springboard competition requires contestants to chop something artistic, using a chainsaw, from start to finish in exactly one hour.

The springboard competition requires contestants to chop something artistic, using a chainsaw, from start to finish in exactly one hour.

For more information, contact NATALEE KENNEDY/218-729-9001 or via e-mail at nkennedy@tiogapublishing.com.
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